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It seems there’s a split in mentalities here. Need clarification.
June 21, 2018 | 1 upvotes | by alpha-zach

I’ve read comments and TRP posts from regulars and EC’s that seem conflicting.
Some say TRP is a sexually strategy place exclusively, and self improvement is the best road to that.
Some say this is a men’s improvement place exclusively, and sexual strategy is a component of that.
I can understand it being both, but what’s the primary goal, secondary, etc?
What are we?
Edit due to comments: I know what I am. I know the paths that I choose. I’m wondering what the primary
mission is HERE. What the EC’s and Admins believe this place is about. This will help me understand
what I aim to get out of this sub as well as what framework I should be working from when trying to
contribute to the community.
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Comments

NorthWonder • 4 points • 21 June, 2018 12:54 AM 

I was under the impression that the original RP subreddit was formed to discuss sexual strategy, with self
improvement being the best road. As it's been said a million times, the more you actually get shit done, the less
importance women hold in your life.

BrutalMan420 • 3 points • 21 June, 2018 01:43 AM 

why does the distinction even matter? like any ideology, look at what is proven to work, look at what you agree
with, if they match then take those tools and apply them to whatever your situation is. classifying TRP as one
thing or the other seems totally arbitrary. take what works (most of it) and improve yourself.

replicaplater • 1 point • 21 June, 2018 01:18 AM 

TRP doesn't necessarily have a "primary goal" at least in my opinion. Its more about providing the tools and
knowledge to succeed in whatever way you want. The fact that much of the content here is often about the
sexual marketplace is simply because sex is a primary need that we as men all enjoy.

[deleted] • 1 point • 21 June, 2018 02:26 AM 

You choose who you are, these men have chosen similar paths, different frames.

Make your own truth.

My primary goal is dominance over everyone I interact with.

My secondary goal is to create a legacy my children can tread powerfully upon, hopefully free of forced wage
slavery.

If I was single my primary goal would be what my secondary goal currently is and my secondary goal would be
to bang 9's all day till my dick stops working.

JamesP2018 • 1 point • 21 June, 2018 03:54 AM 

Redpill is a praxeology.
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